Accurate thermal rate constants for the D + H, reactions are determined for the LiuSiegbahn-Truhlar-Horowitz potential energy surface over the temperature range 300-1500 K. We evaluate the rate constants via the quantum tlux-flux autocorrelation function formulation of Miller [J. Chem. Phys. 61, 1823 ( 1974 ] using the adiabatically adjusted principal axis hyperspherical coordinates of Pack [Chem. Phys. Lett. 108,333 ( 1984) ] and a symmetry adapted discrete variable representation used earlier for the H + H, reaction [T. J. Park and J. C. Light, J. Chem. Phys. 91,974 (1989) 1. The initial L 'basis of -15 000 functions is sequentially diagonalized and truncated, with a final reduction to -420 accurate eigenvectors of the symmetry adapted (C,, ) Hamiltonians for J = 0. Direct products of these functions with symmetry adapted rotation functions are then used as the basis for the J> 0 Hamiltonians. Nuclear spin symmetries are also included. For J> 0, the individual J, KJ blocks of the Hamiltonian are diagonalized, the Coriolis coupling is neglected, and the KJ _t 2 coupling is included by perturbation theory. The thermal rate constants are evaluated for each total angular momentum from the flux-flux autocorrelation function. Angular momenta up to J= 25 are required to converge the rate constants at 1500 K to -5%. Thermal rate constants as functions of T (and J) are presented for the D + H, reaction and compared with experiment and other calculations. Agreement with experiment for D + H, is excellent up to about 1000 K and remains within a factor of 2 of the experimental rate constant up to 1500 IS. Thus agreement of the rates over more than four orders of magnitude is quite reasonable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of thermal rate constants k(T) by exact quantum methods is highly desirable both to serve as standards for classical trajectory, transition state, and other approximate calculations and to provide accurate results for reaction systems in which quantum effects are expected to be important. The exchange reactions of the hydrogen isotopic systems, H + D1, and D + H, are reactions for which it is important to have accurate quantum results on both counts. These systems have been the subject of intensive experimental' and quantum theoretical study. 2 The quantum theoretical results have been obtained primarily by techniques such as close coupling calculations3 or variational calculationsS which lead to the full S matrix at specified total energy E and angular momentum J. While these calculations have provided detailed information for all the hydrogen isotopic reactions at J= 0, and cross sections at specific energies, the thermal rate constants for the asymmetric isotopic systems as functions of the temperature have been reported only for the D + H, (v = Oj = 0) initial state5 reacting to form HD. (The H + H, ortho-para reactions have also been calculated.6 ) The S-matrix approach contains the most detailed information available about reactions including information on resonances, branching ratios, and angular distributions of products. These calculations are sufficiently time consuming, however, that an alternative approach for thermal rate constants, which only require summed and averaged information, is desirable.
The direct determination of k( r> by exact evaluation of the quantum flux-flux autocorrelation function was proposed some time ago by Yamamoto' and by Miller.' Although applied to reduced dimensionality problems by several groups,g-' * the first full three-dimensional (3D) calculations were reported only recently by us for the H + Hz reaction." In this paper we extend the approach to the isotopic exchange reaction D + H, -HD+H.
(1.1) Information on thermal rate constants for this system is available from experiment. ' For reaction (1.1) the LSTH'3Ti4 potential energy surface was used for an exact quantum calculation of the thermal rate constant for the initial state specific reaction D+H,(~=Oj=0)dHD(all v',j) +H (1.2) for temperatures up to 900 K. ' For the H -I-D, reaction, a number of approximate calculations have been reported. u*'~ We therefore believe that accurate quantum calculations of the rate constants on the LSTH surface should be of interest both from the experimental and theoretical viewpoints. In this paper we focus on the D + H, reaction.
Although the methods used in this calculation utilize the symmetry of the identical atoms in reaction ( 1.1)) they are, in fact, quite general. Basically the calculations involve five steps: (a) we define coordinate surfaces separating reactants and products and the flux operator across them; (b) we construct a basis representation of the Hamiltonian in a finite region of space containing the transition state and extending sufficiently into the reactant and product regions to permit convergence of the fux-flux autocorrelation function; (c) we evaluate the eigenfunctions of Hi,, (Hamiltonian for J = 0) and of the thermal flux operator for J = 0; (d) we use the eigenvectors of Hint as a basis for J> 0 and evaluate the eigenvalues of H, (Hamiltonian for J> 0) and the thermal flux operator for J> 0; and (e) we evaluate kJ(T) by projecting the eigenvectors of the thermal flux operator onto the eigenvectors of H, and evaluating the time integral of the flux-flux autocorrelation function analytically.
Step (c), the diagonalization of Hint in a finite volume is feasible primarily because we use a three-dimensional discrete variable representation (DVR) and the sequential diagonalization-truncation technique introduced by Bacic et a1.l7 and Whitnell ef al ." In the next section we review the theory and methods following our earlier work ( Ref. 12) . The actual parameters of our implementation and convergence checks are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present and discuss the results. Appendices A and B contain the detailed derivations of the DVR used and a discussion of the asymmetric top couplings treated by perturbation theory for J> 0.
II. THEORY AND METHOD8
In this section we specify the mathematical framework for the calculation of rate constants. This includes the definitions of the coordinates and Hamiltonian operator, the rate constant and the flux operators, the bases and the DVR's used, and finally the nuclear spin states, parity, body fixed axes, and the treatment required for nonzero total angular momentum, J> 0.
A. Coordinates and Hamiltonian
We use, as before, l2 the adiabatically adjusted principal axis hyperspherical coordinates ( APH) of Pack and Parker 19**' with internal coordinates p, 8, ,x. These are fully defined elsewhere . '271g,20 We note that x -9r/2 is the (C,, ) symmetry configuration of HDH and 0 = 7r/2 is the collinear configuration.
Hamiltonian in APH coordinates is written as
(2.1) where Hint is the internal (J = 0) Hamiltonian and A, B, and C are functions of p and 8 given as
The angular momentum operators J, J,, J + , J _ , and J, refer to the body-fixed axes. The range of the internal coordinates are O<p< CO, 0<0<rr/2, and 0<,,<29~, respectively. Hint is"
--
(with the volume element of & p'dp sin 13 df9 dx). With the wave function factorization" by P"~, the internal Hamiltonian becomes
and the new volume element is & sin 0 dp d8 dx.
Thermal rate constant and flux
The exact quantum mechanical thermal rate constant k( T) is given as the time integral of the flux-flux autocorrelation function from t = 0 to t = CO. It may be evaluated approximately but accurately in a sufficiently large 3' basis (in a sufficiently large coordinate range) if the time integral is truncated to t = 0, 7; where 7 is chosen such that the autocorrelation function has decayed to zero. In the Hamiltonian eigenvector representation in the Y2 basis, k(T) is given by8
where QR is the partition function of the reactants, 8= l/(kTl and&, 1') 1 are the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of the Hamiltonian. The flux operator F is given by
where p is the reduced mass of the system, p is the momentum operator, and s = s(q) is the equation of a surface dividing reactants and products where the flux is measured. The flux in Eq. (2.8) is easily evaluated in an appropriate coordinate system. '* In' the adiabatically adjusted principal axis hyperspherical (APH) coordinates,"," (p,O,,y) the flux measuring surfaces, s = 0 can be chosen as surfaces of constant ,x for the D + H, reaction. The flux operator in this coordinate system'* then is F-6(,lJ-,~j) a -tas(,y-xj) ax ax (2.9) wherep, 0, and x are the three internal APH coordinates and ;r = xj (j = 1,...,6) are six flux measuring or dividing surfaces for the three reaction channels, CY, /?, and y (two for each channel). (A reaction channel is defined as one of the asymptotic atom-diatom configurations with all the atoms labeled.) The flux can be decomposed as a sum of three channel-to-channel fluxes as F = F" '" + F+" + F"-". (2.10)
The arrows denote the direction of positive flux with our definitions of coordinates and the flux operator. Equation (2.9), however, is the total flux operator for these surfaces. The total reactive flux corresponding to reaction from specified reactants is the flux from the reactant chemical channel to all the other channels. Therefore the operator for reactive flux to and from the ar channel can be written as F" = F" For the H + H2 reaction, we chose the dividing surfaces between channels to be;yi = (2j-1)(7~/6) (j= 1,. ..,6) in the range of O<x&2rr. For the D + H, system, however, the appropriate surfaces in the range of O<,r<:rr are *xi = 0.4406, ?r/2, T--0.4406.
( 2.12)
The ,r = r/2 surface corresponds to reaction from the/?-y channel and is omitted by Eq. (2.11). These three-surfaces are repeated in rr<,yy<2rr and are shown in Fig. 1 . Although these surfaces could change with the coordinate p (unless the reaction system is composed of identical particles), the choices above are the most convenient surfaces since they are simple and they represent the transition states at B = 7r/2 (i.e., collinear configuration). We note, however, that the thermal rate constant is independent of the .choice of the surfaces in this approach, provided the calculation is converged. Detailed expressions for F" '" and FadY are" p-P= fi 2ip$ sin2 0 i1 6(x -..L/3 I& + GX -,Lp)
with the values in Eqs. (2.1 I) and (2.12). The operator F" has C,, symmetry with respect to ,y = r/2 due to the directionality of its component (channel-to-channel) operators. The C,, symmetry in F" and the Hamiltonian (from the spatial geometry of the reaction systems) makes their representations block diagonal in this symmetry and leads to substantial reduction in computational effort.
C. Bases and discrete variable representations
The basis for the internal degrees of freedom (p,B,,y) is a direct product basis transformed to the DVR. The kinetic energy operators are evaluated in the initial basis representation and transformed to the DVR; the potential is evaluated directly at the direct product Gaussian quadrature points corresponding to the DVR. Because of the C,, symmetry, we use a symmetry adapted DVR in the angle ,r.
The following Y* bases are used to represent the Hamiltonian and the flux: Chebyshev polynomials T,, (cos 4) are used for-p = p (g) with the "angular variable" g(p) obtained from the transformation ofp to the range 0,~:
where Pmin <p<pman is the range for the description of motion alongp and is determined in the numerical implementation. For the coordinates 8 and ,y, the Legendre polynomials Pi (cos 28) and C,, symmetry adapted trigonometric functions [ cos 2n.x (A, ) , sin 2nly (B, ) , cos (2n + 1 >;u (& ) , and sin( 2n + 1)x (A, ) ] with parity are used, respectively.
(cos 2ny and sin 2n,y are even parity functions and the other two are odd parity functions). Because O<x<27.r, both sine and cosine bases are required.
Once the matrix representations of the differential operators are evaluated in the direct product of these bases (FBR), they are transformed to DVR as follows:
where superscript DVR is omitted for the matrices in the DVR. Only the differential operators in the DVR are obtained by the above transformation since the DVR of func-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 February 1991 tional operators (such as the potential) are directly evaluated at the DVR points corresponding to Gaussian quadratures."' TDVR is obtained by diagonalizing the coordinate matrices for each polynomial coordinate in the corresponding FBR basis.'8*2' The explicit procedure to determine the transformation matrices is given in Appendix A.
representation) and a relatively small number of lowest accurate eigenvalues ( -500) are required to determine the thermal rate constants." The implementation of this method tremendously reduces the dimension ofthe final matrix to be diagonalized. Details of the sequential diagonalization and truncation are given elsewhere. '7~18 Hi, , t The total thermal rate constant is determined by evaluating the rate constant for each angular momentum J and summing with the appropriate degeneracy factor Wf 1. The basis information required for each Jis obtained by evaluating H, in a direct product basis of eigenfunctions (of a given symmetry) of Hint with the appropriate definite parity Wigner rotation functions D $',MJ. We then diagonalize each ( JKJ ) block, introduce the asymmetric top coupling by perturbation theory, and ignore Coriolis coupling to obtain the set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for J> 0 required for the thermal rate constant.
We start with the internal Hamiltonian (J= 0) DVR for each allowed symmetry block (A, and B, in this case). Hint is diagonalized and the corresponding representation of the reactive flux [Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14)] is obtained, the J = 0 thermal rate constant k '( T) is evaluated with consideration of the nuclear spin weights as 26) where the relative weights are Wan, = 1, w,, = 3 for D + H, . k asAl (T) and k 'A (T) are obtained by Eq. (2.7) for each symmetry block, respectively. The nuclear spin weights are included also in the rotational partition functions of the reactants and will be applied to the calculations of J> 0 rate constants. For k J( T), the space-fixed (SF) wave function is parity decoupled in the transformation to the body-fixed (BF) wave function by the definite parity Wigner D functions.19 In other words, the SF wave function of each parity, 'I?{, is obtained as a sum of Ic;"" '" over MJ and J as The effective potential comes from the wave function factorization" ' Up, = .,$" ,,imJ IcJMJpny Accordingly, the A, and B, block (truncated) eigenvectors of J= 0 Hamiltonian (Hint ) are used as bases to expand even parity SF eigenfunctions while L4, and B, block eigenvectors are used for odd parity SF eigenfunctions. For each J> 0 Hamiltonian (H, ), both parity eigenfunctions are allowed for KJ > 0 while only one parity wave function is allowed (even parity for even J and odd parity for odd J) for KJ = 0.
In the J = 0 eigenvector basis, the full (J> 0) Hamiltonian matrix H, for a given Jis The J> 0 rate constant k "( 7') is obtained from the blockwise propagation of the reactive flux considering the nuclear spins and parities. Since the full Hamiltonian is independent of the parity in zero order, both parity results are identical within the approximation. The only difference between odd and even parity blocks comes from the perturbation term which contains the coupling between KJ = 0 and KJ = 2 since KJ = 0 block has-only one parity. Since this difference in the corrected eigenvalues of KJ = 2 block is small compared to the corrections themselves (and thesecond-order corrections are small), only one parity (even parity in this work) calculation is required (and performed) with minimal loss of accuracy. As a result, k '( 79 is evaluated as
where w,+ and wB , are nuclear spin weights given in Sec. II D and k JKJA' and k JKJBI are A, and B, subblock rate constants of (JK,) block which are determined by Eq. (2.7) using corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
I
The thermal rate constant k(T) is then
where J,,, can be estimated from the appioximate ratio of k( T)/k "( T) I2 or determined by convergence.
ill. IMPLEMENTATION AND CONVERGENCE
The implementation of the theory above requires us to choose the range of p, the hyperspherical radius, the basis size for each internal coordinate, and the energy cutoffs for the truncations of the one-and two-dimensional eigenvectors as well as the truncations of the three-dimensional J = 0 eigenvector basis for higher J. Here we discuss these choices briefly as well as the approximations inherent in the perturbation treatment of the KJ f 2 coupling.
A. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
Various (intermediate) tests are performed to guarantee convergence before evaluating the J= 0 Hamiltonian matrix and the flux including: ( 1) range ofp, (2) basis sizes for the internal coordinates, and (3) truncation limits of one-and two-dimensional eigenvectors. To estimate the range of p (especially pmin ) for the translational basis T,, [ cos g(p) ] and the energy cuts for truncations of oneand two-dimensional eigenvectors, the size of the transition region and the asymptotic energy level spacings of the reaction systems are considered. Since the hyperradius of the transition state of D +-Hz is 3.35 a,, the pmin for D + H, can be larger than for H + H, (pc = 3.17 a, ) and accordingly the number of translational basis functions could be smaller. A higher Jmax for converged thermal rate constants (slower convergence in J) and a shift of the maximum of (W + 1) k '( 7') to higher Jare also expected for the D + H, vs the H + H, reaction. The basis parameters used are given in Table I . Note that they correspond to a full basis size of 13824. These parameters yield reduced three-dimensional Hamiltonian matrices for J = 0 with dimensions of 942 for the A, block and 910 for the B, block. For the E 1: given in Table I , the number of three-dimensional eigenvectors (used for J> 0) are further reduced to 438 for the A, blocks and 420 for the B, blocks. We note that since the basis range (in p) is arbitrary, there is no set of absolute eigenvalues to which our threedimensional eigenvalues should converge (as there are for bound triatomic systems). We also note that accuracy of eigenvalues of 0,001 eV at 300 K will yield an error in the Boltzmann factor of less than 4%. In Table II we give the highest few eigenvalues of HIint up to the cutoff energy of 1.5 eV.
B. Convergence of k(T) with respect to range, bases, and energy cuts
For J -0, we checked the convergence of k '( T) with respect to the range of p. Keeping the density of basis functions inp constant and all other parameters fixed as in Table  I , we varied pmin (2.0-2.5 a, > and pmax (6.0-7.0 a, ) and calculated k '( 7'). The result shows that k O(T) is constant (with less than 5% variation) up to 1500 K.
The convergence of k "( T) in the DVR bases is also checked by: (1) varying n,. from 28 to 36, (2) varying ng from 20 to 28, and (3) varying nP between 12 and 16 with other parameters being fix.ed. For all three cases. k'(T) again stays constant (with less than 5% variation).
To judge if the truncated J = 0 eigenvectors are appropriate to determine the rate constants accurately, we calculated k O ( 7') by varying E ,"z from 0.8 to 1.5 eV. The maximum discrepancy in k "( T) is less than 10% even at 1500 K. Therefore we can expect that this basis (E zz = 1.5 ) is sufficient to obtain the k J( T) for J> 0 accurately at these temperatures.
The convergence of the thermal rate constant k(T) is also checked by calculating kJ( T) for a number of J (J= 0,5,10,15,20,25) while varying all three of the cutoff energies. As shown in Table III for the J's sampled, at low T I <7QO K) the k J(T)'s change less than 5% while for T> 900 the k J( T)'s change by 15% at most. This shows that at low T, k J( T) even for large J, can be well converged by the basis set which converges k O( T) . However at high T, a more extended basis set is required for convergence of k '( T), as expected. Finally we show in Table IV the convergence of the thermal rate constant k( T) with J,,, . The result shows that with J max > 23, k(T) is converged up to 1100 K while J,,,,, = 25 is sufficient to converge the thermal rate constant to a few percent at 1500 K.
C. Effects of perturbation treatment of K,f2 coupling
As is mentioned in Appendix B, the magnitude of k; * 2 coupling is very small for low energy configurations (near transition state geometry) which dominate reaction at moderate temperatures. Therefore the KJ & 2 coupling can be approximated very accurately by the second-order perturbation. To check this we performed the diagonalization of the exact representation of Hamiltonian for J = 3 neglecting only Coriolis coupling to determine the accuracy of the per-= turbation treatment. As in the H + H, case, the lowest 50 eigenvalues from the exact diagonalization agree with the second-order perturbation result to four significant figures.
The magnitude of the Coriolis coupling is estimated to be even smaller thank; f 2 coupling. ' for J= 0,5,10,15,20,25 cos 0 /( 2& sin 0 '), is the same order of magnitude as the coefficient of KJ f 2 coupling, (A -B)/4, for the entire range of 0 while A * 1 is about J + 1 vs 0( J' j for A + 2. This estimation provides the basis for our neglect of theCoriolis term.
IV. RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS
In Table IV we report the rate constants for each total angular momentum J at seven temperatures between 300 and 1500 K. J,,, = 25 seems to be sufficient to converge the thermal rate constants up to T= 1500 K. The relative contributions of each total angular momentum to the rate constants are shown by plots of ( W + 1) [k J( T)/k '( T) ] vs J in Fig. 2 . As expected, higher J's contribute more for higher T.
Thermal rate constants k(T) are obtained by summing over J, shown in Eq. (2.3 1) . Table V compares the results of this work with experiments. 1(f)~22*23 The comparison with experiment for D + H2 is excellent, being within 10% over the temperature range (300-700 K j and within a factor of 2 for all temperatures for which experimental values are reported.
We can summarize the agreement with the most recent experiments of Michael and Fisher"b by saying that the ratios of the experimental to the theoretical rate constants varies from 0.93 at T = 300 K to 2.0 at T = 1500 K while the absolute value of the rate constant varies over more than four orders of magnitude. While this agreement seems very good overall, the individual theoretical uncertainties do not seem to be this large. However, the effects of (nonperturbative) K coupling and Coriolis coupling at high T and J are difficult to evaluate exactly. [For example, the inclusion of the exact K coupling and diagonalization of the full matrix for J = 20 increases the matrix size by a factor of 21, and the time for diagonalization by a very large factor ( -SOO) 1. Thus although checks of K coupling carried out at low J indicated no problem, it is not simple to carry out such checks at high J.
Thus we are left with some uncertainty as to the origins of the experimental-theoretical discrepancies: potential evaluation, evaluation of k( T) given the potential, or measurement of the rate constants. Further theoretical work on this and other reactions may clarify the theoretical situation. In particular, it would be useful to have calculations of the thermal rate constants from the solution of the Schrijdinger vsJ forD+H, reaction at T = 300,500,700, and 1500 K.
basis inp, 0, x, J, and KJ can represent the dynamics accurately only within a finite volume of-space, up to a finite J,,, , and only for lower energies up to some maximum converged values. The effects of these approximations have been checked individually and appear to be very small. The theoretical results are calculated from an accurate ab initio potential energy surface using an accurate implementation of an exact quantum formulation of the rate constant. As discussed above, the agreement with experiment is good, but not excellent at higher temperatures. We believe the thermal rate constants so calculated "The number in parentheses is the power of 10.
should be quite accurate, and that the method presented will be feasible for other exchange reactions. CJZ>CJ2>CKJC2, 0.4<&71-12.
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Since the J = 0 Hamiltonian eigenvalues are truncated by the relatively small E,3,? (1.5 eV), we can expect that the order of magnitudes of the coefficients evaluated in the truncated J = 0 Hamiltonian eigetlvectors is the one given by Eq. (B9) where the range of 8 contains the transition state geometry. The A,, in Eq. (Bl) due to K,, 2 couplings has a maximum of( J + 1) 2 and thus the magnitudes of J( J + 1 ), K;, and A+, are comparable. This result provides the grounds for treating the K,, 2 coupling by perturbation theory.
To handle the KJ + 2 I couplings, we split the Hamiltonian into the unperturbed Hamiltonian H, and the perturbation term H', neglecting the Coriolis interaction completely. Rewriting the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.10) with I-I,, and H' gives H, =H, +H', 
L where C,, and C,, are coefficient matrices evaluated in the truncated eigenveltors of Hint (J = 0 Hamiltonian) and Eint is a diagonal matrix composed of the eigenvalues of Hint. Since H, is block diagonal, the diagonalization is carried out for each (JK,) block separately. Therefore, the CPU time required to diagonalize all the J + 1 blocks is proportional to 2(J+ 1) (N;, )3 whereNip is the number of the truncated eigenvectors of Hi,, for a given symmetry block.
Through the diagonalization of the individual KJ blocks of H,, the J2 and Ji operators are handled in an exact manner. The eigenvectors of H, will be used as a basis for the evaluation of the KJt2 couplings by perturbation theory. The time evolution of the flux will be represented using this basis and the eigenvalues of H, corrected for the K,, 2 couplings by perturbation theory. Since the K., + 2 couplings are placed in the second subdiagonal blocks in K,, the first order correction from the k;, 2 coupling vanishes. The second order perturbation from the KJk 2 is nonvanishing and will correct the eigenvalues of H,, . The eigenvalues corrected to second order are JK.l I(nJK,I~~2C,,+~ImJK;)12 E,, =Ejj,JKJ+p-----9 ,?I E, .-EyK; OJK, (I3141 where E iKJ is the corrected nth eigenvalue of the k; block while E y and E y;;" ' are the nth and mth unperturbed eigenvalues for the KJ and K; blocks, respectively. The corresponding eigenvectors are denoted InJK,) and [mJK; >, respectively. The above expression is valid for all the symmetry blocks and thus the calculation is repeated for all the symmetry blocks allowed by the parity. Since A ,. 2 is nonvanishing only for KJ = K; f 2, the couplings arise only between these blocks. CK, + z is evaluated in the eigenvector basis of & . Note that since KJ #K ;, the sum in Eq. (B14) includes the terms in which m is equal to n.
